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Abstract. Predictive analytics provides organisations with insights about
future outcomes. Despite the hype around it, not many organizations are
using it. Organisations still rely on the descriptive insights provided by
the traditional business intelligence (BI) solutions. The barriers to adopt
predictive analytics solutions are that businesses struggle to understand
how such analytics could enhance their existing BI capabilities, and also
businesses lack a clear understanding of how to systematically design the
predictive analytics. This paper presents a conceptual modelling framework to overcome these barriers. The framework consists of two modelling components and a set of analysis that systematically 1) justify the
needs for predictive analytics within the organisational context, and 2)
identify the predictive analytics design requirements. The framework is
illustrated using a real case adopted from the literature.
Key words: Conceptual Modelling, Predictive Analytics, Goal-Oriented
Requirements Engineering

1 Introduction
Data analytics is defined as the discovery of meaningful patterns in data [1].
While descriptive analytics provides insights about the past and current business performance, predictive analytics answer what will happen in the future [2].
Results from such analytics trigger proactive actions towards achieving organisatinal objectives in an optimal and timely fashion [3, 4]. Despite the importance
of predictive analytics, only 13% of the organisations utilize it [5]. According to
Gartner, over 70% of organisations still use only the traditional business intelligence (BI) which provides descriptive insight by means of indicators. Indicators
are measurements that quantify the fulfilment of the business goals. The insights
obtained via indicators are retrospective, and answer questions what happened
or what is currently happening in terms of goal fulfilment. However, today’s
fast-paced business environment demands actionable insights to make real-time
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optimization adjustments to the business goals. In this regard, descriptive insights provided by indicators should be evolved to future-oriented actionable
insights which is provided by predictive analytics.
While many businesses have already invested in BI systems, they are struggling to understand how predictive analytics could enhance their existing BI
capabilities. The effective use of predictive analytics requires business stakeholders 1) to identify how to move from descriptive insight to an actionable insight
that could answer why and where in the organisations to use predictive analytics, and 2) to identify the important design requirements of predictive analytics
from data and computational perspectives.
Conceptual modelling techniques can potentially provide great value towards
the effective use of data analytics solutions [6]. Research efforts in this domain
have addressed a wide range of data-intensive problems in business domains,
from data warehousing [7, 8] to business intelligence [9, 10] to advanced analytics [11, 12]. The existing conceptual modelling approaches do not address
challenges such as: How to obtain the right predictive analytics requirements
from available descriptive insights? How to make analytics design choices such
as what are the available prediction strategies to address the problem at hand
and what are the potential algorithms and data asset to focus on?
Consider a retailer from the fashion industry that already uses a descriptive
BI system tracking the fulfillment of the business goals. The BI system reveals
often deficiency in the inventory-related goals. The insight has driven the retailer
to improve the replenishment of the inventory to increase the fulfillment chance
of the corresponding goals. It has been decided to estimate the demand and
replenish the inventory based on that. The estimation needs to utilize predictive
analytics. The challenge is that the retailer does not know how to drive the
estimation of demand that responds to the current goal deficiency captured
by the traditional BI system. Besides, to support the estimation by predictive
analytics, the retailer does not know how to make analytics design choices such
as what in the business domain or in its environment drives the demand? What
are the potential algorithms and data to use?
This paper presents a conceptual modelling framework to overcome the barriers to adapt predictive analytics in organisations. The framework consists of
two modelling components: (1) the Context Modelling that extends the Business Intelligence Model (BIM) language [9] to support moving from descriptive
insight to an actionable insight (provided by predictive analytics), (2) the Analytics Design Alternatives Modelling that adapts the i* framework [13] to support
designing the predictive analytics. Furthermore, we present a set of analyses to
capture the modelling components from the methodological perspective. The
framework is applied to a real case prepared from the literature. Section 2 explains the motivation case from the literature. Section 3 provides an overview of
the modelling components and a metamodel of the framework. Section 4 represents the framework which is applied on the motivation case. Section 5 reviews
the related works and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 A Motivating case
In this section, we elaborate on the example from the fashion industry. A retailer
orders a certain amount of products from manufacturers and put them in the
inventory to meet consumer demands. There are trendy and functional products.
Trendy products are sold through the fast fashion retailing process which involves
20 short selling seasons in a year. There is no chance to buy them when a season
is over. Functional products are sold through a traditional process with two
selling seasons in a year. The retailer wants to improve the replenishment of the
inventory by predicting the customer demands and for that, aims at building a
predictive analytics solution. We first describe how the BI system of the retailer
is set up without use of predictive analytics.
The retailer has already invested in a BI system to track the fulfillment of
its business goals by monitoring of various indicators benefiting from the BIM
modelling framework. BIM is a goal-oriented modeling language that assists enterprises to keep track of their performance and sense how well they are doing
with regard to their strategic goals. Modelling with BIM involves building a goal
model which consists of business concepts such as strategies, business processes,
indicators and influences. A detailed introduction of BIM is beyond the scope
of this pape (refer to [9] in order to use BIM for enterprise modelling). Using
BIM, the retailer has formalised the strategies which have been further decomposed into lower level business goals. The relevant business processes, tasks,
and resources have been assigned to each business goal to fulfill it. In Fig. 1,
the business strategy of To meet consumer demand is decomposed into business
goals namely, To increase reliability and To increase responsiveness. The first
goal is achieved by executing the Traditional retailing process. The second goal
is achieved by executing the Fast fashion retailing process through which the
trendy products are sold.
To meet
costumer demand
To increase
reliability

Functional
products
sale missed

To avoid
under stocking
Functional
products

Unique
products

Supply products
in long selling
seasons

Legends
Process
Task
Goal
Indicator
Proactive action

OR
AND
Influence
Evaluates
Achieves

+
+

To increase
responsiveness
To avoid
over stocking
Trendy
products

To increase
profit

To increase
sale

Sell in
store

Sell
online

To offer
promotion

To reduce cost
_
Amount of
sale

To decrease
inventory cost

To decrease
marketing cost

To increased
Trendy products
Supply products
delivery service
over-stocked
in short selling
Online orders delayed due to
seasons
inventory shortage

To decrease
inventory level
Inventory level

Fig. 1. An excerpt of the BIM schema of the retailer.

Indicators are associated with each business goal to quantify its fulfilment.
For example, in Fig. 1, Functional products sale missed is an indicator that
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measures the amount of unfulfilled demand due to the insufficient product in
the inventory. This indicator quantifies the achievement of goal To avoid under
stocking. At run-time, each indicator obtains its current value from the data
sources to which it is linked to. The current value is typically compared with a
target, threshold and the worst value. The result of this comparison is visually
expressed for business users by color. Depends on the current value at the given
time, indicators fall into a green, a yellow, or a red state. The green, yellow and
red state of an indicator means that the associating goal is fulfilled, partially
fulfilled, or not fulfilled, respectively. At a given time, the state of the various
indicators provides a descriptive insight over the current performance of the retailer in terms of goal fulfillment. The insight is historically-oriented and reflects
which business goals have been already fulfilled and which are still unfulfilled.
However, it does not deal with the desired outcome in terms of goal fulfillment.
The retailer has recently observed inventory-related indicators often in the
yellow or red state representing deficiencies in the fulfillment of associating goals.
To deal with that, the inventory replenishment should be improved. For that,
a predictive analytics solution is needed that estimates the customer demand
and based on that the inventory is replenished. The objective of the predictive
analytics is to improve the replenishment in a way that the fulfilled goals (with
green indicator state) are kept as they are while the fulfillment chance of the
deficient goals (with yellow or red indicator state) is increased.
Although BIM simplifies interpreting the descriptive insight over the fulfillment of inventory-related goals using indicators, it does not support a futureoriented insight over the demand that improves the the fulfillment chance of
unfulfilled goals. To provide an actionable insight using BIM, there are business and analytics-related challenges. We will go through them in the next two
paragraphs. The challenges addressed are synthesized from the literature [14].
Regarding the business challenges, the first issue is to deal with the goals in
conflict. It means that the efforts to make one goal fulfilled might negatively impact the fulfillment of another goal. For example, To decrease the inventory level
which saves inventory cost might negatively impact To increase sale because of
the insufficient stock to meet demand. The retailer does not know how to effectively replenish the inventory that decreases the cost while meeting the demand.
Moreover, the business goals are achieved through different business processes
and target various products and services. The retailer needs to take different
initiatives when improving the fulfillment of one goal to another. For example,
To avoid over-stocking is achieved by Fast fashion retailing process by which
trendy products are sold. To improve such goal the replenishment of Trendy
products should be improved. Whereas, To avoid under-stocking the replenishment of traditional products should be addressed with a different replenishment
frequency than Trendy products. Besides, goal fulfillment undergo changes over
time as a result of dynamics in internal and external business environment. For
example, To avoid over stocking which was fulfilled awhile ago happened to be
unfulfilled now because of a sudden drop in sales. Therefore, depending on which
inventory-related goals are unfulfilled and which one is met at given time, the
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different replenishment and accordingly the different demand estimation is required. It is challenging for the retailer to know how to replenish the inventory
that responds to goal deficiencies in an optimal and timely fashion. To conclude,
the challenge is to align the predictive analytics that supports the estimation of
demand with the descriptive insight provided in BIM.
Along with business challenges to replenish the inventory, there are also challenges to design the predictive analytics for estimating the demand of products.
There are different domain-dependant ways to estimate the demand. For example, for trendy products, the retailer deals with the demand of new products
which is different from traditional products with a history of sales. To estimate
the demand for trendy products, one way is to run a pre-test sale and based
on the consumer response, forecast the demand. The other ways are to estimate the demand based on the sale of similar products previously sold, based
on user-generated content on social media, or based on weather forecast, etc.
Moreover, each way can involve various data as well as various computational
techniques. It is challenging for the retailer to make critical choices to design a
predictive analytics that supports the estimation of demand. In Sec 3. we introduce new business and analytics-related concepts to make it easier for the
retailer to address the above-mentioned challenges.

3 The proposed framework
The proposed framework consists of two components to augment the BIM framework, namely, Context modelling and Analytics design alternatives modelling. The
former justifies the rationale behind the predictive analytics solutions. The latter focuses on how to design the predictive analytics solutions. Next, we explain
each component in detail.
3.1 Context modelling
This part aims to justify the need for predictive analytics. This component systematically aligns the predictive analytics with the descriptive insight provided
by the indicators in BIM. To support and facilitate this alignment, a set of concepts are introduced and captured in the extended BIM schema using the new
notations illustrated in Fig. 3. The concepts are defined as follows:
Optimization goal represents an intention to make a balance among a set
of goals that are possibly in conflict. The goals influenced by an optimization
goal, called influenced goals, have indicators that evaluate to which degree they
are fulfilled whereas, optimization goal has no clear-cut fulfillment level. It is
considered to be sufficiently fulfilled if all associating goals are fulfilled.
Indicator state depicts visually the performance level of an indicator at
run-time using green, yellow and red colors. The colors simplify the interpretation of the fulfillment of the goal. The performance level is obtained from the
current value (comes from data sources) of an indicator campared with a target,
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threshold, and the worst value [10]. Green, yellow, and red are interpreted as the
fully fulfilled, the partially fulfilled, and the unfulfilled goal, respectively.
Business situation is a meaningful combination of indicator states appeared over a group of indicators (belong to the influenced goals of an optimization goal) in a snapshot from BIM at run-time. This combination includes at
least one yellow or red indicator state.
Forward-looking insight contributes to satisfy an optimization goal by
studying the future. It determines what to know about the future that helps
to improve the fulfillment of the goals influenced by an optimization goal. It
aims to increase the fulfillment chance of the goals with the yellow or red indicator state while to keep the goals with the green indicator state as they are.
There are three main attributes: focus as a target object of the forward-looking
insight, the coordinate as a perspective of the forward-looking insight over the
focus, and time window as a time frame covered by the forward-looking insight.
The time window attribute has three types of short-term, mid-term, and long-term
whose time horizon can be defined by users, e.g., up to a month, a year, etc.
Proactive action represents an action triggered as a result of a forwardlooking insight. It serves to be prepared or intervened in advance to increases the
fulfilment chance of deficient goals.
3.2 Analytics design alternatives modelling
This modelling component aims to answer how to design a predictive analytics
that supports a certain forward-looking insight. Here, the objective is to systematically capture the requirements that are central to designing a predictive
analytics, based on the business analysis provided by the context modelling. Using the goal modelling part of the i* framework, a goal model is constructed to
explore the alternative ways to design predictive analytics. Each alternative is
composed of a set of design requirements. To do so, we introduce a set of new
concepts adapted from the i* framework as applied to the domain of predictive
analytics. These concepts are generally categorised into analytics goals, tasks,
soft-goals, and analytics resources. An analytics goal represents the intention to
extract insight from data. An analytics task is a set of computational steps necessary to achieve an analytics goal. An analytics resource is the data required to
perform an analytics task. An analytics soft-goal [11] is a quality that should sufficiently hold when aiming to aceive an analytics goal or performing an analytics
task, or using an analytics resource. A brief description of the new concepts is
given below (some of the concepts such as prediction top goal, algorithm, and
constraint are adopted from the approach proposed in [11]).
Prediction top goal is an analytics goal with emphasis on prediction. It
represents an intention to forecast the future value of an object of interest in
the business domain [11]. Each prediction top goal is assigned a prediction type
as: predicting a continuous attribute, predicting a sequence, etc. This concept is
visualised by the i* notation to describe a goal with a horizontal line at the top.
Prediction strategy is a type of analytics goal that represents an intention
to forecast the object of interest using another object. It aims to look for the
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possible objects from the business domain or its environment that could relate
to the object of interest to forecast. This concept is visualised by the i* notation
to describe a goal with one horizontal line at the top and one at the bottom.
Exploration task is an analytics task that addresses the procedure to fulfill
a prediction strategy. It captures the steps required to derive the forecast of
the object of interest from another object. This concept is visualised by the i*
notation to describe a task with a horizontal line at the top.
Computation task is an analytics task that represents the computation
aspect of an exploration task by assigning a mining technique. Mining techniques
include: clustering, classification, etc. This concept is visualised by the i* notation
to describe a task with one horizontal line at the top and one at the bottom.
Algorithm is an analytics task that represents how to perform a computation
task using computer. Therefore, this concept addresses the computer understandability of the computation task. This concept is visualised by the i* notation to
describe a task with one horizontal line at the top and two at the bottom.
Variable is an analytics resource that deals with the data used to perform
a computation task which can be structured data or unstructured data. Structured
data could be coming from data warehouses which has fact and dimension. Unstructured data takes a form such as text, audio, etc. This concept is visualised
by the i* notation to describe a resource with a horizontal line at the top.
Constraint is an analytics soft-goal that represents business, computation or
data limitations to deal with when designing a predictive analytics. This concept
denotes a constraint type such as data constraint and business constraint.
3.3 Metamodel
The concepts introduced in the framework are described and the relationships
between them are captured using a metamodel. The metamodel aims to provide an overall perspective over the concepts. The attributes captured in the
classes embody the important information to collect for each concept. In Fig. 2
the metamodel is captured using a UML class diagram. In the figure, the concepts introduced for the Context modelling are distinguished from the one in the
Analytics design alternatives modelling with a gray shadow on the background.

4 Illustrative example
In this section, we apply the framework on the motivating case. Figure 3 illustrates the context modelling. The purpose of this modelling is to facilitate the
elicitation of the predictive analytics requirements that is responsive to the descriptive insight provided by indicators. It ensures that deficiencies in the goal
fulfilment are addressed effectively. The context modelling uses the notions of
optimization goal, indicator state, business situation, proactive action and forwardlooking insights to align the fulfillment of business goals and the predictive analytics solution (new concepts are highlighted by purple in Fig. 3).
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<<enumeration>>
IndicatorState

<<enumeration>>
MiningTechnique

<<enumeration>>
PredictionType

Red
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Green
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..........................
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...................................
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<<enumeration>>
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ComputationConstraint
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OptimizationGoal

1..*

0..*

BusinessSituation

Contribute

+Name: String

Text
WebData
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SensorData
......................

<<enumeration>>
FutureHorizon

IndicatorClass
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+State: IndicatorState
.....................................

ForwardLookingInsight
+Focus: String
+Dimension: String
+TimeWindow: FutureHorizon Drive

ProactiveAction
Trigger

+Name: String
AnalyticsDesignConcept

Measure

Short-term
Mid-term
Long-term
AnalyticsResource
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AnalyticsGoal

AnalyticsTask

AnalyticsSoftGoal

+FactName: String
1

Variable

ExplorationTask

Type:DataType

+Name: String

1..*
UnstructuredData

StructuredData
1..*

Algorithm

ComputationTask

+Name: String

Technique: MiningTechnique
1..*

Dimension

PredictionStrategy

+DimName: String

+Name: String

Constraint
1..*

PredictionTopGoal

+Name: String
+Category: ConstraintType

Type: PredictionType

Fig. 2. Metamodel for concepts involved to adapt predictive analytics
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To increase
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To avoid
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To avoid
over stocking

+
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Proactive action
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insight
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+
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Legends
Process
Task

+

To increase
responsiveness

Supply products
in short selling
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Trendy products
over-stocked

To improve inventory
replenishment
Expected consumer demand of
trendy products in mid-term future

To increase
profit

To increase
sale

Amount of
sale

Sell
online

Sell in
store
To offer
promotion
+

To reduce cost
_

To decrease
inventory cost

To decrease
marketing cost

To increased
delivery service
Online orders delayed
due to inventory
shortage
Replenish
Replenishof
inventory

To decrease
inventory level
+
Inventory
level

Fig. 3. An excerpt of the context modelling to improve the inventory replenishment.

The model in Fig.3 shows that To improve inventory replenishment is an
example of an optimization goal which influences various business goals such
as To increase sale, To decrease inventory level, To avoid under stocking, etc.
Such goals are influenced goal which some of them might be in conflict such as
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To increase sale and To decrease inventory level. At run time, the color of the
indicator of an influenced goal visually expresses to which degree the goal has
been fulfilled. Figure 3 represents the Functional product sale missed indicator as
green which is an example of the indicator state. It means that the To avoid under
stocking goal has been fulfilled. However, at the same time, Trendy product over
stocked and Inventory level have the red and yellow that represents unfulfillment
and partially fulfilment of associating goals, respectively. The combination of
[green: Functional products sale missed, yellow: Trendy product over stocked,
red: Inventory level ] captures an example of a business situation that the retailer
faces at the given time. Such business situation requires a forward-looking insight
over demand in the context of trendy products which is replenished weekly.
Fig. 3 captures a forward-looking insight over The expected consumer demand
for trendy products in the mid-term future horizon that helps to increase the
chance of unfilled goals by triggering the right proactive action of Replenish of
inventory 1 . At some other point of time the business situation might change
to the combination of [green: Inventory level, yellow: Functional product sale
missed, red: Amount of sale] which is captured by BIM at run-time. This business
situation motivates a different forward-looking insight of The expected consumer
demand for functional products in the long-term future horizon.
By modelling optimisation goal and its influence to other goals, the areas that
need support from analytics insights are represented. By capturing the business
situation composed of indicator states, the connection between the predictive
analytics and the descriptive insight provided by indicators are ensured. The
forward-looking insight concept secures the relatedness and alignment of the predictive analytics to the current business situation in terms of goal fulfilment. It
frames what is the subject of interest to be estimated by predictive analytics as a
result of indicator state. Besides, the concept helps business users to make sense
of predictive analytics within organisational context. This facilitates triggering
the right proactive action that aims to increase the fulfillment chance of goals.
Figure 4 illustrates the Analytics design alternatives modelling. The purpose is
to capture the alternative ways to design the analytics that supports the forwardlooking insight. A goal model is developed for each insight that captures the
design alternatives in terms of prediction top goal, prediction strategies, exploration
tasks, computation tasks algorithms, data variables, and constraints.
In Fig. 4, To forecast demand for trendy products in mid-term future horizon
is an example of a prediction top goal. To achieve this goal, there are various
prediction strategies which specifies a domain-dependent way to estimate the
demand for trendy products. Trendy products are new products for which there
is no historical sale data. Therefore the estimation of demand might rely on
weather condition, user’s comments on the social media, a pilot sale of the new
product. Some of these factors such as pilot sale are under the control of the
business while some others such as weather condition are not. In this regard, the
1

The concepts of forward-looking insight and proactive actions captured in BIM will
have the temporal attribute of expiration at run time. The instances of these concepts
will be automatically expired and replaced when the business situation change.
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prediction top goal is decomposed into To forecast based on controlled factors and
To forecast based on uncontrolled factors which are the examples of a prediction
strategy to take. The model in Fig. 4 illustrates the further decomposition of
prediction strategies. There are various domain-dependent ways to accomplish
To forecast based on controlled factors. For example, To forecast based on pre-sale
test is a way that relates the demand for the trendy products to the sale data
of the pilot sales. To achieve the latter prediction strategy, the retailer selects
some stores and sells the new trendy products for a short period to test how
consumers respond to the new products. Then, the sales of the test period is
being used to predict the demand across all stores.
To forecast demand
for trendy products in mid-term
future horizon
To forecast based on
controlled factors

Help
High prediction
performance

To forecast based on
uncontrolled factors

Accessibility of data
Hurt
To forecast based on
competitors' actions

Hurt

To forecast based on
Weather

To forecast based on
web

Minimum cost
To forecast based on
similar products

Assign new products
to a sale profile

Hurt
Identify products with
same sale profile

Demand prediction
over all stores

Store selection

Price

Numeric Prediction
over test sale

Clustering stores
Small data set

K-means

Large,
noisy data set

Help

Self Organizing Map (SOM)

Store attribute

Store product attributes
Store Size
Demographic of
consumer surrounding

Size

Demand prediction
based on user contents
in social media

User contents in
FB and Insta
Text mining

Help

Sale data
Support vector machine

Narrow ranged
data set

Neural Network
Help

Colour

Legends

High forecast
precision

Hurt

Prediction top goal
Prediction strategy

Algorithm

Decomposition link

Exploration task

Constraint

Means-end link

Computation task

Contribution link

Store location

Demand prediction
based on users activity
on the website

Demand prediction
based on google
searches

To forecast based
on pre-sale test

Variables

Fig. 4. A portion of the Analytics design alternatives modelling

The model in Fig. 4 shows that To forecast based on pre-sale test requires
to take two courses of actions Select stores and then Forecast demand over all
stores 2 . These tasks are the examples of a exploration task that is necessary to
accomplish a prediction strategy. The tasks address the steps of a procedure to
drive the prediction of the object of interest from other objects in the business
2

To capture the order of analytics tasks, readers can refer to proposals in the literature
to deal with the temporal aspects of goal models.
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domain or its environment. To accomplish Select stores, a computation task needs
to be applied which is Cluster stores. There are also computer understandable
algorithms to accomplish a computation task. For example, K-Means is an algorithm to address the Cluster stores. We remark that computation task, and
algorithm do not necessarily address forecasting. For example, Select stores is
only a step to fulfill a prediction strategy that forecast the demand for trendy
products based on the pre-sale technique. It should not be mistaken that Select
stores, alone, represents a task to perform the forecast. The same case applied
to computation task, and algorithm.
Figure 4 also shows that the Store selection, as a computation task, can be
either performed over the Store attributes including Store location, Store size,
etc or over the Store products attributes such as Size and Colour. These are the
examples of variables to use in a predictive analytics. Figure 4 also represents
some of the constraints to fulfill a goal or perform a task or use a resource in
the goal model. For example, Low-cost prediction is a constraint to take into
account to design a predictive analytics that supports a certain forward-looking
insight. The constraints guide to choosing a certain alternative among analytics
goals, tasks, or resources. For example, Limited accessibility to data might be
considered to choose the alternative of To forecast based on competitor’s action
when the competitor’s information is not available.
By modelling prediction top goal, the objective of a forecast to support a
forward-looking insight is specified. A prediction top goal connects the analytics design concepts with the business concepts captured in BIM. Modelling the
prediction strategy ensures that all of the possible drivers in the business environment are taken into accounts when designing a predictive analytics. The
exploration task makes it explicit how to relate and drive the forecast of the
object of interest from another object. The computation task clarifies the quantitative aspect of relating the object of interest to forecast to other objects using a
certain data mining technique. The quantitative aspect of the forecast is further
clarified by the algorithms that are understandable by computers. Modelling the
variables gives the possibility to explore the data set where an algorithm can be
performed on to run the forecast. It makes sure that the data asset are used
effectively. Modelling the constraints simplify to make analytics design choices.

5 Analysis with the proposed framework
The proposed framework suggests five type of analyses which support the framework from a methodological perspective. Each analysis provides a set of steps
required to systematically build the models discussed in Sect. 3.
The Insight analysis aims to drive a forward-looking insight from a descriptive insight provided by the indicators in BIM. It systematically captures the
Context modelling by eliciting the concepts of optimisation goal, indicator state,
business situation, forward-looking insight, and proactive action. The Analytics goal
analysis, Analytics task analysis, Analytics resource analysis, and Analytics soft-goal
analysis aim to design a predictive analytics that supports the forward-looking
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insight. The Analytics goal analysis systematically elicits and captures the prediction top goal and prediction strategy concepts in the Analytics design alternatives
modelling. The Analytics task analysis elicits the tasks required to accomplish the
analytics goals. It systematically captures the exploration task, computation task,
and algorithm concepts in the Analytics design alternatives modelling. The Analytics resource analysis elicits the analytics resources to perform analytics tasks by
systematically capturing the variable concept in the Analytics design alternatives
modelling. The Analytics soft-gaol analysis elicits the analytics soft-goals by systematically capturing the constraints concepts in the Analytics design alternatives
modelling. The analyses are described as follows:
(1) Insight analysis: Identify an optimization goal and represent it using
the new notation in the BIM schema developed for monitoring purposes. Then,
identify which business goals of BIM are influenced by the optimisation goal
and name these as influenced goals. Next, link the optimization goal with the
corresponding influenced goals by means of a influence link of BIM. After that,
identify the meaningful business situations. To do so, analyse the indicators associated with the influenced goals at the run-time. Determine which meaningful
combination of color over various indicators in a snapshot of BIM would shape a
meaningful business situation that needs an improvement. Various combinations
of indicator states constitute various business situations. Afterwards, translate
each business situation into a forward-looking insight that aims to keep the green
states of the influenced goal as they are and improve the yellow and red states
to green. Furthermore, define precisely the insight by specifying the attributes
of focus, dimension, and time window (indicators with a red or yellow state can
provide a guide). Next, capture the forward-looking insight in the BIM with the
new notation introduced and link it with the optimization goal using a contribution link of the BIM language. Identify the proactive action triggered by the
forward-looking insight and capture it in BIM. Also connect the proactive action
to the forward-looking insight using the new link drive.
(2) Analytics goal analysis: Start by developing a goal model for each
forward-looking insight identified in the insight analysis. To do so, represent a
prediction top goal that addresses an intention to design a predictive analytics
in order to support the forward-looking insight. Define the prediction top goal
based on the attributes of the forward-looking insight. Then, identify prediction
type by denoting the predicting a discrete variable or predicting a continues variable
etc. Next, decompose the prediction top goal into prediction strategies. Determine
the strategies to drive the forecast from the objects in the business domain or its
environment. Decompose prediction strategies till a certain object is determined.
(3) Analytics task analysis: Analyse the lowest level goal of the prediction
strategies in order to identify the tasks to achieve them. Determine the exploration
tasks which relates the object of interest to forecast to an object in the business
or its environment to drive the predictive analytics. Link the exploration tasks
to the corresponding prediction strategy using decomposition links or means-end
links. Next, decompose each task until it is not possible to address the computation aspect of the task by a mining technique. Then, capture a computation
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task that addresses the mining technique and link it to the corresponding exploration task using a means-end link. Afterwards, capture the alternatives of
machine understandable algorithms to perform a computation task. Link the algorithms to the corresponding computation tasks with a means-end link. Refer
to data mining catalogue introduced in [11] to see how to assign algorithms to
a computation task. While exploration tasks and computation tasks are defined
at business level, the algorithms address a generic concept in the advanced analytics domain. It is important to note that exploration task, computation task,
and algorithm, individually, do not necessarily address forecasting. Instead, they
represent a task in a prediction procedure that aims to forecast the target object.
(4) Analytics resource analysis: Analyse the exploration task in order to
find a relevant data set to perform the computation task. Capture the variables
representing the data set and link the variable with a means-end links to the
corresponding exploration task. Next, decompose variables if it is necessary. Also,
determine the attribute of fact and dimensions if the variables are accessed from
a data warehouse repository. Determine the form of the data set if the variables
are accessed from a source of unstructured data by denoting audio, text, etc.
(5) Analytics soft-goal analysis: Identify the constraints that should be
taken into account when designing a predictive analytics. Capture the constraints
in the goal model. Identify analytics goals, tasks, and resource that contribute
to each constraint 3 . Link the analytics goals, analytics tasks or analytics resources to constraints that contribute to satisfice the constraints by means of the
contribution links of the i* framework. Next, link the constraints among each
other when satisfying one affects the other. Such links guide (or restrict) the
selection among alternatives of analytics goals, tasks, and resources captured
in the goal model. Next determine the attribute of constrain type by specifying
business constraint, data constraint, or computation constraint.

6 Related work
Conceptual modelling research plays a critical role in addressing challenges of
designing and implementing data-intensive solutions in business domains [15].
The work in [11] proposes a modelling framework for requirements analysis and
design of business analytics solutions. It captures analytics requirement in terms
of business goals, decision goals and questions goals and connects them to advanced analytics system design. The main difference of this work is that the
predictive analytics requirements are derived from descriptive analytics sensed
from indicators states, whereas in [11] requirements derived from business goals.
It is also different in that it focuses on the predictive type of analytics and captures requirements in terms of forward-looking insight. The approach in this paper
can take advantage of the algorithms catalogue in [11] to support the analyses.
In [16] authors extend the notion of indicators into measures, key performance
3

Satisficed means sufficiently satisfied and it is taken from the definition of the soft
goal in the i* framework.
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indicators, and key result indicators and use that to drive data mining (e.g., time
series analysis). The work in this paper is different as it captures the analytics
solutions design and associated trade-offs.
Previous research also provides modelling support for design and development of BI systems. The work in [17] uses a goal-oriented approach to derive the
analytics requirements as a form of reports demanded by business users and then
defines the relation of the analytics component with other BI components such
as data warehouse, indicators, data sources, and ETL at macro level. There are
frameworks [9, 10, 18] that discuss indicators as a BI component used to track
enterprise performance. These approaches model indicators as a BI components
in relation to business concepts, such as goals, processes, and roles in both formal
[18] and semi-formal [9, 10] ways. Indicators in their approach are captured to
provide a descriptive insight over the business goal fulfillment. The framework in
this paper extends the BIM language [9] with forward-looking insight to reveal
predictive analytics requirements and connects them to a solution design.
Another body of related work proposes conceptual modelling approaches for
requirements design of data warehouses [19]. For example, the work in [7] proposes GRAnD as a goal-oriented approach for requirement analysis of data warehouses. The work in [20] proposes the Goal-Decision-Information (GDI) model
from requirements analysis of data warehouses. The work in this paper is different in that it aims to support designing the predictive analytics solutions that
generate forward-looking insights, as opposed to descriptive analytics.

7 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented a conceptual modelling framework to adopt predictive analytics in organisations. In the future, we plan to enrich the presented
framework to cover all the steps of the design science methodology [21] including:
problem motivation, objectives of a solution, design and development, demonstration, evaluation, and communication. We have already represented the business and technical challenges of adopting predictive analytics in organisations.
The objective is to develop a dedicated requirements engineering (RE) framework by which a predictive analytics is effectively and efficiently adopted to
enhance the organisational performance. The design artefact which we represented in this paper is a model-based RE framework demonstrated with the
help of an inventory problem. The in-depth evaluation of the framework is going
to be represented in the future work. For the evaluation, we are conducting a
case study in which business users from various domains are utilizing the proposed framework. Besides, the design and development step of the design science
methodology which involves creating the artefact is still an ongoing work. In this
step, we are extending the framework to quantitatively measure the influence of
the predictive analytics on the business goals. Moreover, we are also precisely
representing the temporal aspect of the BIM schema at the run time. We also
plan to develop tools that support the framework.
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